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Abstract 
Let A • B be the free product of groups A,B. We define in the natural way the Kurosh rank 
(KrkH)  of any subgroup H _< A • B, essentially as the number of obvious free factors in the 
decomposition of H as a free product in accordance with the Kurosh subgroup theorem. We 
establish the following analogue of the Howson-Hanna Neumann formula for free groups: For 
any two subgroups H, K < A * B, one has 
Krk(H NK)  - 1 < 2(KrkH - 1)(KrkK - 1) + 2min{KrkH - 1, KrkK  - 1}. 
If A has the property that for all m,n >_ 1 there is an integer fA(m,n) bounding the rank 
of the intersection of any two subgroups of ranks < m, n, respectively, and B has the same 
property relative to a corresponding fimction fB(m,n), then it follows via an easy application 
of the Grushko-Neumann theorem that for any subgroups H,K of A * B of ranks _< m, _< n, 
respectively, one has 
rk(H n K)  <_ [2(m - 1) (n -  1 )+ 2min{m,n}]max{f4(m,n),  fB(m,n)}. 
This improves significantly on the bound of Soma (1990). (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 20E06, 20E07 
O. Introduction 
In 1954, Howson [3] showed that the rank of the intersection H n K of two finite- 
rank subgroups H and K of a free group is finite, and, moreover, bounded in terms of 
the ranks of H and K. His bound was improved in 1958 by Hanna Neumann [4] to: 
rk (H NK) -  1 < 2( rkH-  1 ) ( rkK-  l ) .  (1) 
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In 1966, Baumslag [1] established the analogous result for a free product A*B of groups 
A and B, showing that ifA and B have the Howson property (i.e. the intersection of any 
two finitely generated subgroups of A is again finitely generated, and likewise for B) 
then A • B also has that property - without, however, giving any analogue of (1). An 
explicit bound was obtained in 1990 by Soma [6]. In order to formulate Soma's result 
in the most appropriate way, we need first to recall the 
Kurosh Subgroup Theorem (see e.g. [2]). A subgroup H of  a free product A~ * A2 * 
• • • * As likewise has the structure of a free product, namely in the form 
H = F*{II~,(dlAld? 1N H)}*{II~(d2A2d21 N H)} * . . . *  {17[(dsAsdZ 1 ~ H)}, 
(2) 
where F is free, and for each i = 1 . . . . .  s, di ranges over an appropriate complete set 
of representatives of double cosets HgAi in A1 * ... * As. 
We define the Kurosh rank of H relative to the free decomposition Aa * . . .  * As 
(denoted briefly by KrkH)  to be the rank of F plus the number of nontrivial free 
factors of the form diAid[ -1 N H appearing in (2), over all i and all di. Denoting by 
crki H (the Ai-conjugate rank of H)  the number of nontrivial free factors diAidi -I n H, 
i fixed, di varying, we have 
Krk H = rk F + ~ crki H. 
i 
It is not difficult to show that the non-negative integers erki H and rk F, and therefore 
also Krk H, are uniquely determined by H and the given free decomposition A 1 *" "'*As. 
To see this, note first that (by the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem above) each subgroup 
of H conjugate in Aa * -.. * As to a subgroup of some Ai, is conjugate in H to a 
subgroup of precisely one of the free factors diAid7 l n H; from this the uniqueness 
of crki H follows readily. The uniqueness of rk F then follows by factoring H by the 
normal closure in H of all of the subgroups diAidi -an  H over all di and all i. (In 
fact this proof shows that the integers crk~ H and Krk H are invariant with respect o 
conjugation of H by elements of A1 * • - - * As.) 
Soma [6] shows essentially that if H,K < A ,  B have finite Kurosh ranks, then 
(cf. (1)) 
Krk(H NK) -  1 _< 18(KrkH-  1 ) (KrkK-  1). (3) 
In the present paper we improve this as follows: 
Theorem. I f  H, K < A * B have finite Kurosh ranks, then 
Krk(H NK) -  1 <__ 2 (KrkH-  1 ) (KrkK-  1)+ 2min{KrkH-  1, K rkK-  1}. 
(4) 
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Note that we establish the bound (4) only for the free product A • B of two groups. 
It is likely that our approach (which is based on the covering-space technique of 
Soma (cf. Neumann [5]) with the algebraic details of the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem 
introduced for greater concreteness) generalizes to the situation of a free product A1 * 
- . . .  A~ of an arbitrary number s of free factors; however we are not certain that the 
bound (4) continues to hold in that more general situation, although this also seems 
likely. 
I. Preliminaries 
We now restate, with the requisite details included, the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem 
for the free product G = A * B of two groups. Recall that the free product A * B 
is characterized by the property that each of its elements g has a unique normal (or 
reduced) form as an "alternating" product g = Cl. . .cn, where n _> 0, and the ci 
belong to A - {1} or B -  {1} with adjacent ci from different factors. We call the ci the 
syllables of 9. In particular the last syllable c, will be called the terminal syllable of g. 
The elements c1"  .ci, i --- 0, 1, . . . ,n,  are the initial segments of 9, and the terminal 
segments of g are defined similarly. We write Ig[ := n, the length of 9. 
The detailed structure of a subgroup H <_ A*B  as a free product in its own right (as 
in the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem) is most readily determined via a pair (TA, Ts) of 
right transversals for H in A * B with certain properties, called a "Kurosh system", and 
defined as follows. (We shall adopt the convenient notation dAeA for a typical element 
g = c lc2 . . -c ,  E T~, where eA = 1 (and dA = g) if g = 1 or cn cB-  {1}, and eA = Cn 
otherwise (i.e. if c, E A -  { 1}). The elements of T8 are denoted, analogously, by d~eB.) 
Definition 1.1. A Kurosh system for a subgroup H of A .  B is a pair (TA, Ts) of right 
transversals for H in A • B, both containing 1, with the following properties: 
(i) each of the sets Ta, TB is closed under taking initial segments; 
(ii) if t ETA U T8 terminates in an element of A, then t E TA (and, similarly, if the 
terminal syllable of t is in B, then t E TB); 
(iii) the set DA of elements of TA of the form dA (i.e. the identity element or with 
terminal syllable from B) is a complete representative system for the double cosets 
HgA. (Similarly, the set Ds consisting of all elements of T~ of the form dB (i.e. trivial 
or terminating in an A-syllable) should be a complete system of representatives of the 
double cosets HgB.) 
The Kurosh Subgroup Theorem 1.2 (for H <_ A .  B). Let H <_ A • B. There exists 
a Kurosh system for H in A * B, and for any such system (TA, Ts) the following 
assertions are valid: 
(i) the set 
:----- {t[~p(t)] -1 It ETA - TB), (5) 
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where ~p : TA --~ Te is the bijection defined by Ht = H~o(t), is a free basis for the 
subgroup F, say, it generates; 
(ii) the subgroup H is generated by the subgroup F together with the subgroups 
dAAdA lnil, dA E DA, and deBd~ ! MH, de E De, as the free product of these subgroups: 
H = F * 17~AEDA(dAAd 2 '  71 H) * H~eeD,(deBd~ 1 n i l ) .  (6) 
The more difficult part of  this theorem may be deduced from a certain "non- 
cancellation" property of  the generators of  H given in (ii). As we shall be exploiting 
this property, we shall now describe it in some detail. We shall call the non-trivial 
elements of  ~, and of the groups dAAdA 1 (-1 H, dA E D~, and deBd~ ! N H, de E De, 
Kurosh generators of H (relative to a given Kurosh system (TA, Te)). We define the 
"significant" (since non-cancelling) syllables of  a Kurosh generator as follows: Taking 
any t = dAeA E irA -- TB, and writing ~p(t) = deee E Te - TA, we have 
t[tp(t)] -1 ----- d~e.4e~ld~ 1 
as the reduced form of a typical element of ~; the significant syllables of this ele- 
ment are defined to be the syllables e~ and e) <. For a Kurosh generator of  the form 
dAadA l, a E A - {1} , on the other hand, we define the significant syllable to be a, 
the central one, and make the analogous definition for Kurosh generators of  the form 
debd~ l, b E B - { 1 }. The well known non-cancellation property of the significant 
syllables is a consequence of the following basic result. 
Lemma 1.3. Let H <_ A • B, and let (irA, Te) be as above. Then the corresponding 
Kurosh generators of H are reduced as written, and if h~,h2 are any two Kurosh 
generators or inverses thereof, with hi ~ h2, their "'meet" hi A h2 (i.e. the longest 
initial segment common to h~ and h2 ) belongs to D~ U DB. 
Corollary 1.4. (i) ~ n q~-i = 0. 
(ii) Let h~ . . .h ,  be a product of n > 1 Kurosh generators of H < A .B ,  or their 
inverses, where adjacent hi are not mutually inverse elements of • U 4 5-~, nor in the 
same subgroup d~Ad~lN H or deBd~ 1n H. (In other words hi "'" hn is in normal form 
as an element of the free product on the right-hand side of (6).) Then in reducing 
hi , "  h, to its normal form as an element of the free product A * B, the significant 
syllable(s) of each hi remain uncancelled, although they may be consolidated (i.e. 
merge, without cancelling, with syllables from the same free factor A or B). 
2. The Kurosh graph of a subgroup H <_ A • B 
Any Kurosh system (TA, Ts) for H in A * B determines directed, labelled graphs 
F~(H),FB(H),F(H) as follows: the vertices of all three graphs are taken to be the 
same, namely, the right cosets Hg, g ~ A * B. The edges of  F~(H) are defined as 
follows: corresponding to each element dAeA E T~ with eA 7 ~ 1, we introduce an 
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edge from Hd~ to HdAe+ called an A-edoe, labelled with the set of all a E A - { 1 } 
such that HdAa -~ HdAeA; it is easily verified that this labelling set is just the coset 
(dA1HdA f3 A)eA. Similarly, corresponding to each element dA = d~eB ETA A TB with 
e~ # 1, we introduce an edge from Hd~ to Hdse~, called a B-edge, labelled with the 
set of all b EB - {1} such that Hd~b = HdBeB, i.e. with the coset (d~aHde NB)e~. 
This completes the definition of FA(H). In view of the defining properties of T~, the 
graph FA(H) is clearly a tree. The tree FB(H) is defined analogously. 
The trees F,~(H) and FB(H) coincide except for certain extremal edges; the edges of 
FA(H) not in FB(H) are just those extremal edges with terminal vertex Ht, t ETA -- T~, 
and similarly for the edges of Fs(H) not in FA(H). It follows that the union FA(H) tO 
Fs(H) is a graph with (graph-theoretical) fundamental group freely generated by the 
equivalence classes of loops determined (see below) by the elements t(q0(t)) - I  of 4~, 
with the base point taken to be the coset H. Thus rtl(FA(H)• Y~(H)) is identifiable 
with F in the natural way. 
We obtain the graph F(H) from FA(H)U Fs(H) by attaching labelled cycles to 
certain vertices as follows. Corresponding to each dA E TA (i.e. to each element of 
TA with trivial A-ending) such that dAAdA ~ A H # {1}, we introduce an edge starting 
and ending at the vertex HdA (i.e. a cycle) labelled with the subgroup dA~HdA fq A 
(consisting of those elements a of A such that HdAa = Hd~). Labelled cycles attached 
to those vertices kids for which dBAd~ 1 fqH ¢ {1} are introduced analogously. (Note 
that the vertex H may have two cycles attached to it, labelled with A N H and B N H, 
if these are nontrivial.) 
The Kurosh graph Fo(H) of H (relative to a given Kurosh system (TA, T~)) is then 
defined to be the "core" Fo(H) of F(H), i.e. the minimal deformation retract of the 
realization of F(H), obtained by removing all branches of F(H), where a branch is a 
subtree meeting the rest of F(H) in a single vertex (which remains a vertex of Fo(H)). 
(Cf. [5].) Since F(H) is connected, so is Fo(H). We call the vertex of Fo(H) closest 
to the vertex H of F(H) the base point of Fo(H). 
With any element g -- c~ -. • cn E TA t3 T~ (in reduced form) we associate the obvious 
directed path 0 in F(H) with successive vertices H, Hcl,HClC2 ..... Hg, and with g- i  
the inverse path 0 -1 from 149 to H. From the construction of F(H) it is clear that a 
free basis for the loop classes of the graph F(H) is provided by the loops /'((p(t)) -1, 
where t(qa(t)) -1 ranges over ~, together with the loops dAEAd~ l, where EA is the cycle 
attached to HdA labelled with d~HdA AA # {1}, and the analogous loops dsEsd~ . 
Hence if d ETA U T~ is such that d is the (unique) path in F(H) from H to the base 
point of Fo(H), then a free basis for the loop classes of Fo(H) based at the base point 
of Fo(H) is obtained by deleting d from the beginning and d -1 from the end of these 
basic paths for nl(F(H)). The following lemma is immediate from this and the Kurosh 
Subgroup Theorem as stated above. 
Lemma 2.1. The Kurosh rank of H <_ A * B is finite if and only if Fo(H) is a finite 
graph, and then 
Krk H - 1 = -Zro~.~, 
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Hg=O ~" / '  > "43 
(a) 
A2 
Hg=O 
° ° 
(b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Type I; (b) Type II. 
where Xr denotes the Euler characteristic of a connected finite graph F (i.e. the 
number of vertices less the number of edges of F). From the (easy) graph-theoretical 
fact that (cf [5]) 
-2Zr = ~ (v(x)-  2), 
xE Vert F 
where v(x) denotes the valency of the vertex x, it follows that 
2(KrkH - 1) = ~ (v(x) - 2). (7) 
xE Vert Fo(H ) 
For any vertex Hg of Fo(H) with at least one A-edge emanating from it, we define 
the A-star neighbourhood of Hg to be the subgraph of Fo(H) consisting of all A-edges 
emanating from Hg (together with the vertex Hg and the terminal vertices of these 
edges). The vertex Hg itself will be called the origin, denoted by O, of the associated 
A-star neighbourhood. Clearly, A-star neighbourhoods of Fo(H) come in two types - 
with and without a cycle attached to the origin - as shown in Fig. 1. (Here the 
Ai (i _> 1 ) are cosets in A of subgroups of A, and A0 <_ A.) It is easy to see from the 
construction of F(H) that any two distinct A-star neighbourhoods of Fo(H) are disjoint, 
i.e. have no edges or vertices in common. The B-star neighbourhoods of Fo(H) are 
defined analogously, and of course have the same properties. 
Now consider subgroups 
H1 <112 <_A,B, 
and the map 
p : Vert F(H1 ) ~ Vert F(H2) 
(where F(H~ ) and F(H2) are defined with respect o any Kurosh systems for H1 and 
//2 in A * B) defined by 
p: Hlg H H2g. 
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Lemma 2.2. (i) The map p sends the vertices of the core Fo(H1 ) of F(H1 ) to vertices 
of the core F0(H2) of F(H2): 
p( Vert Fo( H1 )) C Vert F0(H2), 
(ii) The map p sends the vertices of each A-star neiohbourhood of .F0(H 1 ) to those 
of an A-star neighbourhood of F0(H2) (and similarly for the B-star neighbourhoods ). 
(iii) Let N2 denote any A-star neighbourhood of 1"o(1-12) of type I. Then any A- 
star neighbourhood N1 of F0(HI) whose vertices are mapped under p (in aecordance 
with (ii)) to those of N2, is also of type I, and moreover p is one-to-one on the 
vertices of NI. (The analooous tatement holds for B-star neighbourhoods of Fo(H1) 
and Fo(Hz).) 
Proof. (i) Let (TA ~1), T~ 1)) be the Kurosh system for H1 in A*B determining F(Hl ). For 
any vertex H19 of Fo(H1) we must have, by construction of Fo(H1), that H19 = Hid 
for some d E T~ ~) which is an initial segment of some Kurosh generator (or inverse 
thereof) w of/-/1. Since H~ _</42 we may express w uniquely as a product of a minimal 
number of Kurosh generators (or their inverses) of H2 (relative to some Kurosh system 
(r~ 2), T~ 2)) for H2 in A • B), say 
w = w l - . .w , .  (8) 
Let i be least such that d is an initial segment of wl. - .wi  (after reduction of this 
product to canonical form as an element of A * B). It follows that the generator wi 
of H2 can be written as a (reduced) product w~w~' in such a way that 
d = w l " "  wi-lwl, (9) 
where w~ does not cancel entirely into wi-l, and not more than the terminal segment 
w~ ~ of wi cancels into wi+l. We then have 
ttx--1 H20 = Hzd = Hzw~ --- Hztwi ) , 
which, since wi is a Kurosh generator (or inverse thereof) of HE, is either a vertex 
of Fo(H2) or else a vertex on the path from the root / /2  of F(H2) to the base point 
of Fo(H2), below the base point. 
The latter possibility is ruled out as follows: Assume this situation occurs, i.e. that 
H2d = Hzu say, where u E T~ z) n T~ 2~, is a vertex other than the base point Hzv say, 
of Fo(Hz) (v ETA ~2) fq T~2)), on the path in F(Hz) leading from H2 to H2v. Thus u is a 
proper initial segment of v. Since every Kurosh generator, and therefore (by Corollary 
1.4(ii)) every nontrivial element of/42, will have v as an initial segment and v - t  as a 
terminal segment, the same will be true of the subgroup//1. Since 
H2u = H2w; = H2(w;/) -1, 
and one of w;, " , , - -x  TA(2)UTB (2), we must have either u ' . ,,,-1 tw i )  belongs to =w i or u = i,w i )  . 
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I f  u = w; and i > 1, then since wi-a has terminal segment u- l ,  all of  w~ will cancel 
into wi- l ,  contradicting the minimality of  i. Hence in this case we must have i = 1. 
However, then d = w[ (= w~ ) = u, whence Hid = H1 u, contradicting the assumption 
that Hlg (= Hid)  is a vertex of Fo(Hl). 
If  u = (w~) -1 and i < n, then since wi+a has initial segment v, of which u is a 
proper initial segment, more than the terminal segment w; / = u -1 of  wi will cancel 
into wi+l, again contradicting the choice of i. Hence in this case we must have i = n; 
but then from (8) and (9) it follows that 
w = wl • .- wn = du-  ~ E 1-11, 
whence once again Hid =/ /1  u, yielding a contradiction as before. 
(ii) Consider any A-star neighbourhood of Fo(H1 ) with origin O = Hlg. The other 
vertices of  this A-star neighbourhood will then have the form H1ga for appropriate 
a E A - {1}; denote them by H~gal,Hlga2 . . . . .  ai E A - {1}. By definition of  A-star 
neighbourhood the set of these is nonempty. By (i), already established, Hzg is a vertex 
of/'o(/42). 
Suppose first that H2g = Hzd, where d ETA (2) and d = 1 or d has terminal segment 
in B (i.e. d CD~2)). By Definition 1.1(iii) we have for each i 
H2gai = H2dai = H2da, da E T(2); 
i.e. the representative of Hzda~ in TA (2) has the form da, a E A. I f  a ¢ 1, then 1t29 = 
H2d will be joined by an A-edge to H29ai = H2da since da E T~ 2), a ¢ 1. Hence in 
this case 1129 will also be the origin of an A-star neighbourhood (of/ 'o(/ /2)) including 
the vertex H2gai. If  a = 1, then daid -1 is a nontrivial element of  dad -1 CI H, so that 
there is an A-cycle based at Hzg = Hzgai = H2d. 
Suppose now that Hzg = H2do~, where d:~ ETA (2), d E D(A 21, and c~ E A - {1}. The 
image p(Hlgai)  of any vertex Hlgai of the given A-star neighbourhood of Fo(H1) 
other than the origin Hlg, is then of the form 
H2gai = H2d(ccai) = H2da, da e T(A 2), d ED(A 2), a EA, 
where we are again invoking part (iii) of  Definition 1.1. I f  1 ~ a ¢ e then the 
vertex Hzd is joined by distinct A-edges to F0(H2), terminating in H2dc~ and Hzda E 
VertFo(H2). I f  a = l, then there is an A-edge from H2gai = H2d to the vertex 
H2g = H2dc~, since d:¢ ETA (2), c¢ ~ 1. In either case we see that both H2g and H2gai 
are vertices of  the A-star neighbourhood of/ 'o( / /2)  with origin Hzd. Finally, if a = :¢, 
there is a single A-edge from H2d to H2de(= H2g = Hagai). Since in this case 
1 # gaig -1 = d(o~aia-1)d - I EdAd -1 AH,  
there is also an A-cycle attached to the vertex H2d, which is therefore in Fo(H2). 
Hence in this case also H2g and H2ga~ are vertices of the same A-star neighbourhood 
of/ 'o(//2).  
(iii) Let NbN2 be as in statement (iii). Suppose N1 is of  type II i.e. has an A- 
cycle attached to its origin Hi g, say. Then by construction of  F(HI)  we must have 
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gAg -1 n H1 ¢ {1}, whence also 9,40 -1 N//2 ¢ {1}. Writing 1429 = H2da where 
d E D(A 2), da c T(A 2), a E A, it follows from the proof of statement (i) of the lemma that 
the origin of N2 is H2d. We have dAd -1 A 112 ¢ {1} since this group is conjugate 
in//2 to 9/t9 -1 71H2. Hence there is an A-cycle attached to the origin H2d of N2, in 
contradiction of the assumption that N2 is of type I. Hence N1 must be of type I. 
It remains to show that p is one-to-one on VertN1. Suppose the contrary, and let 
/-/1 get, Hi g~2 be distinct vertices of N1 mapped under p to the same vertex of N2; thus 
H2gcq = H2g:~2. Write H2g = Hzda as before; then 
1 7~ d(aCxl~21a-t)d -1 E dAd -1 NH2, 
so that in Fo(H2) there is an A-cycle attached to the vertex H2d, contradicting the 
assumption that N2 is of type I. 
Remark. The Kurosh graph F(H) may be considered as arising from the standard 
realization of H as the fundamental group of the surface complex covering the standard 
surface complex with fundamental group A .B, obtained from presentations of A and B. 
The vertices of the covering complex for H may be taken to be the cosets//9, 9 E A,B, 
and the edges of F(H) are then obtained by replacing appropriate subcomplexes by 
single edges. (Thus, for instance, in the extreme case H = A * B, the surface complex 
for A * B (obtained by identifying a point in the surface complex of A with a point 
in that of B) simplifies to a bouquet of two circles where the single vertex is just 
G = A • B, and the circles (cycles) are labelled with A,B, respectively.) The map p 
corresponds to the covering map between the covering complexes corresponding to H1 
and/-/2. (Note that our map p may in fact be extended to a map from the edges of 
F(H1) to edges or paths in F(H2); however, this extension of p will not be needed 
here.) 
3. Proof of the theorem 
Let H,K be subgroups of G = A ,B  of finite Kurosh ranks. Choose Kurosh systems 
arbitrarily for H,K and H N K. 
If  H n K is contained in a conjugate of A or B then its Kurosh rank is at most 1, 
and the desired conclusion holds trivially. We may therefore assume that H A K is not 
so contained. We shall now replace H,K (and H•K)  by their conjugates by a suitable 
element so as to ensure (if this is not already the case) that H,K, H N K belong to 
F0(H), Fo(K), Fo(H N K), respectively, and are, moreover, the origins of both A- and 
B-star neighbourhoods. (Recall from Section 0 that conjugation of a subgroup of A * B 
does not change its Kurosh rank.) 
Observe first that if H N K is the origin of both an A- and a B-star neighbourhood 
in Fo(H n K), then this will be true also of the vertices H and K of Fo(H) and 
Fo(K). If, for instance, H had only A-edges emanating from it in F0(H), then every 
Kurosh generator of H would both begin and end in syllables from A, whence, by 
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Corollary 1.4, so would every nontrivial element of H; but then since H N K < H this 
would also hold true for HNK, so that the base point HNK of Fo(HNK) would also 
only have A-edges emanating from it . 
Now suppose (HNK)d is the base point of Fo(HNK) where d E DffA nK--{1}. There 
must be at least two distinct A-edges emanating from the base point in Fo(HNK) since 
all edges out of (HNK)d are A-edges, (HNK)d E Vert Fo(HNK), and HNK ~ dad -1 
(by assumption). Let (H NK)da, da E Tff nx, be the terminal vertex of such an edge, 
different from Hd. We then replace H N K, H and K by 
(da)-l(HNK)(da), (da)-lH(da) and (da)-lK(da), 
respectively. Replacing (Tff nK, Tff nK) by 
((da)-lTff nK, (da) -1 Tff nK) 
yields a Kurosh system for (da)-l(H NK)(da) (and analogously for H and K). The 
effect of these replacements on Fo(H N K) (and Fo(H),Fo(K) analogously) is merely 
to relabel the edges and vertices (each vertex (H N K)g being replaced by 
(da)-l(H N K)g = [(da)-l(H n K)da](da)-l g). 
If the base point of Fo(H n K) is Hd with d E /Y~B nK - {1}, then one proceeds 
analogously. If H N K is already the base point of Fo(H n K) but has, for instance, 
no B-edges emanating from it (so that it is the origin of an A-star neighbourhood 
but not of a B-star neighbourhood), then we replace H N K by a-l(H n K)a where 
(H nK)a,a 6 Tff nK is an adjacent vertex in Fo(H NK) (and replace H by a-ilia, K 
by a-lKa). 
Thus we may assume that H, K and HNK are the base points of Fo(H),Fo(K) and 
Fo(H NK), and that each has both A- and B-edges emanating from it in the respective 
core. 
Denote by p,  and PK the natural projections from VertFo(H N K) to Vert Fo(H) 
and Vert Fo(K), defined by 
(H n K)g H Hg, (H N K)g ~ Kg. 
As noted earlier, the finiteness of the Kurosh ranks of H and K entails the finiteness 
of the graphs Fo(H) and Fo(K). Let Nil/ and Nx a be any A-star neighbourhoods in
Fo(H) and Fo(K), respectively, and let At(l) At(2) Ar(~) be the distinct A-star • "HNK~ ~'HNK'"  " •, • 'HNK 
neighbourhoods in Fo(H N K) whose vertices are sent to VertN~ and VertN A, re- 
spectively, by PM and pK; here we are invoking Lemma 2.2(ii). Note that the map 
PH x px : Vert Fo(H M K) ~-+ Vert Fo(H) x Vert Fo(K), defined by 
(H N K)g ~ (Hg, Kg) = (p.(H n K)O, p,~(H n K)g), 
is one-to-one since (HNK)g = HgNKg. Hence i fN  A has m vertices and NK A has n ver- 
tices, then the vertices of Fo(H n K) sent to N A by PH and to NK A by PK 
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number at most ran. It fol lows that i f  ~r(i) has ri vertices, we must have • Hf-IK 
l 
~ ri ~ mn, 
i=1 
since A-star neighbourhoods are pairwise disjoint, whence 
l 
(ri - 2) _< mn - 21. (10) 
i= l  
The proof  breaks up into three cases. 
Case 1: Suppose both NH A and NK A are of  type I, i.e. do not contain a cycle. Then 
by Lemma 2.2 ( i i i )  each ~r(i) is also of  type I and ~ " H f - IK  
ri _< rain{re, n}, i = 1 . . . . .  1, (11) 
whence 
l 
(ri - 2) <__ / min{m - 2,n - 2}. (12) 
i= l  
I f  l <_ max{re, n}, then (12) yields 
l 
(ri - 2) _< max{m, n} min{m - 2, n - 2} 
i=1 
= max{m - 2,n - 2}min{m - 2,n - 2} + 2 min{m - 2,n - 2} 
= (m - 2)(n - 2) + 2 min{m - 2,n - 2}. 
On the other hand, i f  l > max {re, n},  then (10) yields 
1 
(ri - 2) <mn - 2 max{m,n} 
i=1 
= (m - 2)(n - 2) + 2 min{m - 2,n - 2}. 
Hence in either case we have 
l 
(ri - 2) _< (m - 2)(n - 2) + 2 min{m - 2,n - 2}. (13) 
i=1 
Provided none of the origins (i) . OH, OK, OnnK( t = 1 . . . .  , l )  of the A-star neighbour- 
hoods •'a , rA , r(i) , .  1 . . . . .  l) is the base point of  its respective graph Fo(H) ,  Fo(K) ,  ~vf,lvif , :vitnK~,t = 
Fo(H  n K) ,  their valencies satisfy in the present case 
v(OH)  = m, V(OK)  = n, v(O~)nK) = ri, 
whence from (13) we have 
1 
(v(O~l)nK) -- 2) < (V(OH)  -- 2 ) (V(OK)  -- 2) + min{v(O,q) -- 2, v(OK)  -- 2}. 
i= l  (14) 
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,q ,q(i) If one or more of the origins OH, ~x, '-'Hnx are the base points of the corresponding 
Kurosh graphs, then the inequality (14) changes as follows: If for instance OH is the 
base point H of F0(H), then the number of A-edges emanating from OH(= H)  is m-  1. 
Hence the A-valency of Ot¢ in this case satisfies 
vA( O~ ) -- 1 = m - -  2, 
so that in the inequality (13) (m - 2) is replaced rather by va(OH) - 1 to obtain the 
analogue of (14). Similarly, if Ox = K, then (n - 2) must be replaced in (13) by 
va(Ox) -  1, and if any O(~x = HfqK ,  then for that index i,(ri -2 )  must be replaced 
in (13) by (vA(O~x) -  1), in obtaining the analogue of (14) from (13). 
Case 2: Suppose one ofNA,N A is of type I and the other of type II, say N~. Then 
again by Lemma 2.2(iii) each At(i) 'Hnx must be of type I and the number  i of its vertices 
must satisfy 
r i<n ,  i=  1,..., l ,  
whence 
l 
(r~ - 2) _< t(n - 2). 
i:I 
From this in the case l < m, and from (10) in case l > m, we obtain 
l 
(ri - 2) < m(n - 2). (15) 
i=1 
In this case, provided once again that none of On, Or,  n(~) (i = 1 . . . . .  l) is the VHAK 
base point of the corresponding Kurosh graph, we again have 
v(Ox)  = n, v(O(~)nK) = ri, i = 1 . . . . .  1, 
but for On we have 
v( Ott ) = m + 2, 
since On has a cycle attached to it. Hence (15) yields 
l 
(v (O(~x)  - 2) < (v(O~4) - 2)(v(Ox) - 2). (16) 
i=l  
On the other hand if OH = H, the base point of fb(H), then 
vA(OH) = m + 1, 
so that m must be replaced by vA(O~4) - 1 (rather than v(OH) - 2) in obtaining the 
analogue of (16) from (15). If Ox = K, the base point of Fo(K), then in (15) the 
factor n -  2 must be replaced by vA(Ox) -  1 (since, as in Case 1, we then have 
c~(i) = H N K, the base point of Fo(H fq K) ,  UA(OK) = n-  l), and similarly if some "-'/4nK 
then the term ( r i -2 )  in the left-hand side of (15) must be replaced by (vA(O(~)nK) - 1). 
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Case 3: If both N A and Nx a are of type II (in which case also the v(0 may, but "HAK 
need not, be of type II, then the relevant inequality is 
l 
ri <_ mn, (17) 
i=1 
noted earlier. 
Provided none of Oti, Ox, O~K( i  = 1 . . . . .  I) is the base point of the corresponding 
Kurosh graph, we have in this case 
V( OH ) = m + 2, v( Ot; ) = n + 2, v( O(/4)nt; ) <__ ri + 2, 
whence we infer, via (17), that 
l ! 
~ (v(Og)t;)  - 2) <_ ~r i  <_ mn = (V(OH) -- 2)(v(Ot;) -- 2). (18) 
i=1 i=1 
On the other hand, if, for instance, Oti = H, the base point of Fo(H), then as in 
Case 2 we have m = VA(Oti)- 1, SO that m should be replaced in (18) by v,~(Oti)- 1 
(and similarly if Ot; = K). Likewise if c~(i) = H N K for some i, then the most ~HfqK 
we can assert is that vA(O(~)nt;) 5_ri q- 1, SO that to obtain the appropriate analogue of 
(18) we need to replace that particular term v(O(~)nK ) - 2 in the far left-hand sum by 
1. 
From this division into cases, more specifically from (14), (16), and (18) and their 
t-)(i) appropriate modifications when one or more of Oti, OK, '-'tint; are base points, we draw 
the following conclusions. 
Conclusions." Let A A Nflz,N ~ be, as above, any A-star neighbourhoods of the Kurosh 
graphs Fo(H),Fo(K), with origins Oti, Ox, respectively, and let ,,tint:, ~r(i) i = 1,...,I, be 
the A-star neighbourhoods of Fo(H N K) whose vertices are mapped to Vert Fo(H), 
_ t  ztr(i) Vert Fo(K), respectively by PH, Px. Let "-'tint;'q(i) denote the origin oj lVtinx, i = 1 . . . . .  l. 
I f  none (i) of OH, Ot;, 014:~ x (i = 1 . . . . .  l) is the base point of the corresponding Kurosh 
graph, then 
l 
(v(O~)nt;) - 2) < v(Oti) - 2)(v(Ox) - 2) + 2 min{v(Oti) - 2,v(Ot;) - 2}. 
i=l (19) 
I f  any of the vertices OH, Ot;, O~K( i  = 1 .. . . .  l) is the base point H, K, or H N K 
of the corresponding Kurosh graph, then this inequality is amended by replacing 
the corresponding expressions (v(Ot i ) -  2) , (v(Ot;) -  2), or (v(O~)t ; ) -  2) (after a 
possible renumbering of the ~r(O • "tinxJ as appropriate, by (va(OH) -  1),(vA(OK)- 1), or 
• ( t )  (vA(Oxnt;) -- 1), respectively. 
(The analogous conclusion holds, of course, with ,4 replaced by B throughout.) 
Resuming the proof of the theorem, we now sum both sides of (19) (suitably modi- 
(i) . fled if one or more of  OH, Ot;, Otint;(z = 1,.. . ,  l) are base points of  the corresponding 
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Kurosh graphs) over all pairs ((Y~, ~)  of origins of A-star neighbourhoods N~,N~ of 
Fo(H), I'o(K), and add to the resulting inequality that obtained by summing the analogue 
of (19) over all pairs (O,~, OSK) of origins of B-star neighbourhoods of Fo(H),Fo(K). 
Since the respective base points H, K, HNK are by construction origins of both A- and 
B-star neighbourhoods of the Kurosh graphs l'o(H), Fo(K), I'o(H n K), we shall have 
in the right-hand side of the resulting inequality terms of the form 
(vA(H) -- 1)(v(~x) - 2) + 2 min{vA(H) - 1,v(Ox) - 2}, 
where ~x ranges over all origins # K of A-star neighbourhoods of Fo(K), of the form 
(v(OAH) -- 2)(VA(K) -- 1) + 2 min{v(O~a) -- 2, v(K) - 1}, 
where G~H ranges over all origins # H of A-star neighbourhoods of Fo(H), and the 
single term 
(VA(H) -  1)(v,4(K)- 1)+ 2 min{vA(H)- 1, v~(K)-  1}, 
together with the analogous terms with B in place of A. All other terms will be as on 
the right-hand side of (19) with OH # H, OK # K. Since 
(VA(H) - 1)+(vB(H) -  1)= v(H) - 2, 
(and similarly for K) we infer that the grand total of the right-hand sides is bounded 
from above by 
(v(Qtt) - 2)(V(QK) - 2) + 2y'~ min{v(Qn) - 2, V(QK) - 2}, 
where the summations are over all pairs 
(Qtt,QK) E Vert Fo(H) × Vert ro(K). 
By (7) this is in turn bounded from above by 
4(Krk H - 1 )(Krk K - 1 ) + 4 min{Krk H - 1,Krk K - 1 }. 
On the other hand, the total of the left-hand sides (or their modifications as appropriate) 
is, invoking 
(VA(H n K)  - 1) + (va(H N K)  - 1 ) = v(H N K)  - 2, 
(V(QHnK) -- 2), 
QtlnK E Vert ~ (Hf3K) 
which by (7) is equal to 2(Krk(H NK) -  1). Since the totality of left-hand sides of 
(19) (or modifications thereof) is less than or equal to the totality of right-hand sides 
(or their modifications) we infer (dividing throughout by 2) that 
Krk(H  NK) -  1 _< 2(KrkH-  1 ) (KrkK-  1)+ 2min{KrkH-  1 ,KrkK-  1}, 
the desired inequality. 
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